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Build your ASP.NET 4.5.1 skills with real-world instruction  In this comprehensive guide to getting

started with ASP.NET 4.5.1, best-selling author Imar Spaanjaars provides a firm foundation for

coders new to ASP.NET and key insights for those not yet familiar with the important updates in the

4.5.1 release. Readers learn how to build full-featured ASP.NET websites using Visual Studio

Express 2013 for Web, Microsoftâ€™s free development tool for ASP.NET web applications.

Beginning ASP.NET 4.5.1 guides you through the process of creating a fully functional,

database-driven website, from creation of the most basic site structure all the way down to the

successful deployment of the website to a production environment. Beginning ASP.NET 4.5.1: in C#

and VB:Â   Explains how to get started with ASP.NET 4.5.1, including an introduction to

Microsoftâ€™s Visual Studio Express 2013 for Web Features helpful examples for designing

websites with CSS and HTML and how to overcome common formatting problems Shares

techniques for managing server controls in ASP.NET, including standard controls, HTML controls,

and data controls Provides real-world tips for creating consistent page layouts throughout your

websites Covers practical functionality issues like validating user input, sending e-mail from your

website, and processing data at the server Details what the ASP.NET state engine is and why it is

important Shows how to access and modify data in a SQL Server database Includes coverage of

jQuery, LINQ, and the Entity Framework Explores measures to take for optimal security
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Being a VB programmer for many years, I have wanted to incursion into ASP.NET for a long time

now.I went through many different books that will teach you all the techniques used in ASP.NET in

detail: HTML5, CSS3, JavaScript, LINQ, etc.I felt overwhelmed and feeling that I was going

nowhere.This book takes your by the hand from beginning to end.After I finished it, I know now how

to create a web site.I can now go back to the specific books and expand my knowledge on those

subjects.This author is very good at being sure you don't miss a step.He consistently warns you

when you're about to find something unexpected.He also gives you plenty of references to dig into

specific areas.I definitely recommend this book to any beginner interested into ASP.NET.

I am a beginner, going through the step by step tutorials now, using Visual Studio 2015 and

ASP.NET 4.6.1. I am finding the book very well done with helpful explanations and a nice hands on

approach. I can highly recommend if you are new to Visual Studio and want a solid foundation in

ASP.NET. If you are looking to jump directly into learning MVC though, this book does not cover it.

I personally recommend this book to anyone who wants to learn ASP.NET website development

using Visual Studio. The author demonstrated not only great teaching ability; he is well organized

and methodical in explaining how to develop stunning ASP.NET website using Visual Studio; great

book indeed. I am still working on my website but enjoying every bit of it.Will Mbadiwe.

Having a C++ and PHP background, which I haven't utilised in quite some time, I found this book

exceptionally good. All the code worked, and I found myself immersed in developing my C# and

ASP.NET skills. The book also explains how to use Visual Studio which you can obtain freely, and

there is entire sections on how to use this tool effectively, which is an added bonus. Never having

used AJAX and jQuery, the 2 chapters describing it gave me enough knowledge to use these going

forward.For complete programming beginners, I would recommend you look at introductory

tutorials/books before jumping into this book, while it does talk about how programming is

structured, you probably don't want to get half way through this only to discover that you don't have

the patience or can't get your head around programming in general.

I went through Chapters 1 to 9 without any problems. The Try It Outs were easy to follow and were

good learning tools for subsequent lessons. But then, I took a short cut to speed up my progress

and minimize my typing of the code. That's when I ran into problems. The author was very good at



getting me back on track. I had no prior experience in developing websites; however, I feel confident

enough to develop one soon. I highly recommend this book and when you run into problems, post it.

I just Imaar would write a similar type book using Twitter Bootstrap, AngularJS, and JQuery Mobile

in the Visual Studio .NET environment. It would be a super best seller and it would sell like super

hot cakes there is no doubt about that in my mind.

I'd recommend this book for those wishing to learn ASP and c#. I have read many of the reviews,

and the ones I read were positive, so I won't cover that ground again.What I would like to say is that

in addition to covering the material for asp and c#, the book details how to use Visual Studio. I

downloaded visual studio for web express, 2013, and the book seems written for it. Although 2012

was the Vs for this edition.So in addition to covering the coding aspect of learning asp.net, the book

also is very good at outlining many features of Visual Studio.

I'm writing this review while I was reading this textbook. I have read many textbooks regarding

programming. I'm impressed by this how it is organized and very very useful. I personally want to

thank the author of this book who is Imar Spaanjaars. Thank you very much definitely recommend it!
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